Clathrin light chain subunits (LCa and LCb) contribute to regulation of coated vesicle formation to sort proteins during receptor-mediated endocytosis and organelle biogenesis. LC binding to clathrin heavy chain (HC) was characterized by genetic and structural approaches. The core interactions were mapped to HC residues 1267–1522 (of 1675) and LCb residues 90–157 (of 228), using yeast two-hybrid assays. The C-termini of both subunits also displayed interactions extending beyond the core domains. Mutations to helix breakers within the LCb core disrupted HC association. Further suppressor mutagenesis uncovered compensatory mutations in HC (K1415E or K1326E) capable of rescuing the binding defects of LCb mutations W127R or W105R plus W138R, thereby pinpointing contacts between HC and LCb. Mutant HC K1415E also rescued loss of binding by LCa W130R, indicating that both LCs interact similarly with HC. Based on circular dichroism data, mapping and mutagenesis, LCa and LCb were represented as α-helices, aligned along the HC and, using molecular dynamics, a structural model of their interaction was generated with novel implications for LC control of clathrin assembly.
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### Introduction

Clathrin-coated vesicles (CCVs) mediate selective budding of receptors and ligands for endocytosis from the plasma membrane and for protein sorting from the trans-Golgi network during organelle biogenesis. On the cytosolic side of the membrane, the clathrin coat assembles into a polyhedral lattice that concentrates cargo proteins to specific sites within the membrane and contributes to membrane deformation for vesicle budding. Recent studies have identified regulatory proteins that influence cargo selection, membrane deformation, fission and uncoating (reviewed in Brodsky et al., 2001). However, clathrin itself has intrinsic properties regulating self-assembly that are not yet fully defined. In particular, critical self-regulation is imposed by the interaction of the clathrin light chain (LC) subunit with the heavy chain (HC) subunit. In this study, we characterize the structural features of the LC–HC interface to gain further insight into the process of CCV formation.

The assembly unit of the polyhedral clathrin lattice has a triskelion (three-legged) shape and is formed by three HC subunits, each with an associated LC subunit. The center of the triskelion, also known as the hub, comprises the C-terminal third of the HC (mammalian residues 1074–1675) and includes the region where three HCs trimerize (1550–1615) and radially extend into proximal leg domains (1074–1522) where LCs bind (Liu et al., 1995). Beyond the hub, the legs kink and the HCs fold into linear distal leg domains (Brodsky et al., 2001) adjacent to β-propeller N-terminal domains (TDs; residues 1–546) (ter Haar et al., 1998). TDs interact with adaptors and accessory factors involved in CCV formation. Clathrin HCs constitute the lattice backbone, and in vitro studies have demonstrated that LCs exert negative regulation over the spontaneous assembly of HCs (Ungewickell and Ungewickell, 1991; Liu et al., 1995; Ybe et al., 1998). In cells, this LC-dependent inhibition is overcome by participation of adaptor molecules in the assembly reaction. The heterotetrameric adaptor molecules induce clathrin lattice formation, link the lattice to membranes and sequester receptor cargo (Brodsky et al., 2001; Collins et al., 2002). In vertebrates (mammals, fish and birds), there are two types of LCs with 60% sequence identity, LCa and LCb, encoded by different genes. In invertebrates (yeast, worms, *Aplysia* and *Drosophila*), there is only a single LC, but several LCs appear to exist in plants (Brodsky et al., 2001; Scheele and Holstein, 2002). The two vertebrate LC forms are expressed in all tissues at varying relative levels (Acton and Brodsky, 1990) and are distributed heterogeneously in clathrin triskelia (Kirchhausen et al., 1983). In neuronal cells, alternative splicing generates LCa and LCb isoforms, inserting 30 or 18 additional amino acids, respectively (Jackson et al., 1987; Kirchhausen et al., 1987). A linear arrangement of structural and/or functional domains in LCs has been defined and suggests multiple regulatory roles for LCs in CCV formation (reviewed in Brodsky et al., 1991). From the N- to C-termini, there is a conserved 22 residue sequence shared by all mammalian LCs with three negatively charged residues that regulate HC assembly (Ybe et al., 1998), a calcium-binding site, the HC-binding region, neuronal inserts and a calmodulin-binding site. There are also sequences unique to each of the LCs, including phosphorylation sites for casein kinase II on LCb and an hsc70-binding site in LCa. LCs were shown to associate with the HC proximal leg domain by antibody localization (Kirchhausen et al., 1983; Ungewickell, 1983) and by in vitro binding assays (NaÈthke et al., 1983).
et al., 1992; Liu et al., 1995). Genetic studies revealed that yeast LC binding depends on additional residues in the HC trimerization domain (Txd) (Pishvaa et al., 1997). In contrast, mammalian LCs will bind to HC fragments missing the Txd. Mammalian LCs bind the HC via their central region (Brodsky et al., 1987; Scarmato and Kirchhausen, 1990), which was previously predicted to participate in a coiled-coil interaction with the HC, based on sequence motifs detected in both subunits (Jackson et al., 1987; Kirchhausen et al., 1987; Näthke et al., 1992). However, the crystal structure of the LC-binding portion of the proximal leg domain of HC revealed that it is an elongated superhelix coil of short α-helices (Ybe et al., 1999). This finding, that the HC structure is not compatible with a classical coiled-coil interaction with the LC, prompted further analysis of the HC–LC interaction reported here.

Using yeast two-hybrid assays in combination with random PCR mutagenesis, we defined molecular contacts between the LC and the superhelical leg of the HC. This strategy selected first for mutants in LC that lost HC binding, and then for mutants in the HC partner that regained binding to the initial mutants. The first half of the scheme, also called a reverse two-hybrid assay, has been used often to analyze binding specificity (Vidal and Endoh, 1999). The other half takes advantage of the genetic concept of suppressors. This is, to our knowledge, the first example using these combined screens to dissect the molecular contacts of a protein–protein interface. Our results indicated that for LC to interact with HC, its central domain must maintain an α-helical structure. In addition, two contact sites between HC and LC were mapped at the molecular level, allowing us to generate a detailed structural model for subunit interaction. This model defines the extent of the HC–LC interface and suggests mechanisms for LC regulation of clathrin self-assembly.

Results

Defining minimal sites of HC and LC interaction

Boundaries of HC and LC interaction suggested by previous studies were defined by loss of activity upon proteolysis and deletion analysis (Scarmato and Kirchhausen, 1990; Näthke et al., 1992; Liu et al., 1995). We therefore undertook a ‘positive’ mapping of the minimal interacting domains. Fragments of bovine clathrin HC and LCb (neuronal form) were cloned into two-hybrid bait (pGBT9) and prey (pGAD424 or pACT2) vectors, respectively, to express the peptides fused to the GAL4 DNA-binding domain or the GAL4 activation domain. Consistent with previous findings (Liu et al., 1995), both the hub fragment (1073–1675) and the HC proximal leg (1073–1522) interacted effectively with full-length LCb when tested by two-hybrid assay (Figure 1A). Shorter HC fragments (1204–1522 and 1267–1522) apparently bound better to LCb than hub or the proximal domain, indicating possible inhibitory effects of HC regions beyond what is required for binding. Deletions at the N-terminus, after residue 1267, or at the C-terminus, before residue 1522, decreased HC fragment binding to LCb. When both ends were truncated simultaneously, the interaction of 1313–1481 with LCb was substantially weaker, suggesting that both ends of the 1267–1522 minimal domain are involved in LCb binding. Nevertheless, the remaining weak interaction indicated that contacts with LCb must extend through the central portion of the HC minimal domain.

A shorter fragment of LCb (77–165), comprising the predicted central HC-binding region, bound most HC fragments but produced a weaker signal than full-length LCb (Figure 1A). No binding was detected to the most C-terminal HC fragments (1480–1615 and 1523–1675), which interacted weakly with full-length LCb, suggesting that the C-terminus of HC does not interact with the central region of LCb. Additionally, LCb 77–165 interaction with HC fragments was more sensitive to the presence of HC
residues 1267–1313 than full-length LCb, establishing an important contact site in that region. These data localize the minimal HC region required for efficient LC binding to between 1267 and 1522, overlapping most of the regions implicated in previous in vitro deletion studies (1213–1313, 1438–1481 and 1513–1522; Näthke et al., 1992; Liu et al., 1995), and define the N-terminal boundary more precisely to between 1267 and 1313.

The central region of LCb (90–157), comprising 10 heptad repeats and previously predicted to participate in a coiled-coil interaction (Jackson et al., 1987; Kirchhausen et al., 1987), bound HC fragment 1204–1522 (Figure 1B). Binding of LCb fragments truncated at the N-terminus after residue 90, or at the C-terminus before residue 157, was dramatically reduced or not detectable. LCb fragments extending just beyond the central region bound almost equally well to HC 1204–1522, establishing 90–157 as the minimal HC-binding region in LCb. However, full extension to the LCb N- and/or C-termini always resulted in better binding, suggesting that these additional sequences facilitate LC–HC interaction. Neither the calcium-binding site (82–93 in LCb) nor the neuronal insert (155–172 in LCb) was critical for HC binding.

**Parallel interaction at the C-termini of HC and LC**

It has been shown by electron microscopy that monoclonal antibodies recognizing the C-terminus of LCa decorate the C-terminal vertices of clathrin triskelia (Kirchhausen et al., 1983). Moreover, mutagenesis studies indicated that the C-terminus of yeast LC interacts with the Txd of the yeast HC (Pishvaae et al., 1997). To determine whether this is also the case for mammalian clathrin, a C-terminal HC fragment (1523–1675) comprising the vertex and the Txd was tested in combination with different LCb fragments. Only fragments containing the C-terminal portion of LCb (1–228, 77–228 and 154–228) were able to interact with the very C-terminus of HC (Figure 2). This correlates with the lack of binding by LCb 77–165 to C-terminal HC fragments shown in Figure 1A. Taken together, these results suggest that mammalian HC and LC contact in a parallel manner, at least at the C-termini, and that, similarly to yeast, the LCb-binding site in mammalian HC extends into the Txd.

**Helical structure of the central region of LC is essential for HC interaction**

To identify residues critical for interaction, in vitro random PCR mutagenesis (Muhlrad et al., 1992) was used to screen for mutations, in the central region of LCb, that abolished the interaction with HC fragment 1204–1522. Among ~2 × 10^5 colonies screened, 28 clones that failed to give positive interactions in the yeast two-hybrid assay were analyzed further. Most of the inserts from these clones either incorporated an early stop codon (Figure 3A) or generated out-of-frame/frameshift mutations (not shown). Ten clones, shown in Figure 3A, contained in-frame inserts with mutations in protein sequence. Interestingly, most of these non-binding mutant fragments incorporated helix breakers, such as proline or glycine, into their sequences. This supports the prediction that the central region of LCb is α-helical, and suggests that maintenance of this structure is crucial for HC binding.

To probe its helix-forming propensity, we monitored the circular dichroism (CD) of LCb in the presence of increasing concentrations of trifluoroethanol (TFE). TFE is a co-solvent commonly used to increase the helicity of peptides. LCb in an aqueous buffer exhibited a CD profile indicative of mixed helix/random coil conformation (Figure 3B), consistent with previous CD analyses (Ungewickell, 1983; Winkler and Stanley, 1983). The titration of LCb with TFE promoted conformational rearrangement that reduced random coil content and increased α-helical structure, evident in the spectral shifts at peak wavelengths 208 and 222 nm. This demonstrated that LCb has a tendency to form helices. Above 30% (v/v) TFE, the structure of LCb reached a maximal helical composition and was no longer sensitive to higher TFE concentrations.

To investigate whether HC binding affects LC structure, CD spectra of LCb were compared in the presence and absence of the HC proximal leg fragment (residues 1073–1522). The CD spectrum data for the proximal leg alone (Figure 3C) was consistent with the solved structure for residues 1210–1516, which fold into tightly packed α-helices (Ybe et al., 1999). The spectrum of a stoichiometric (molar ratio 1:1) mixture of LCb and the proximal leg exhibited stronger negative peaks at 222 and 208 nm than the calculated sum of the spectra of each protein alone. This clear difference between the model for non-interacting proteins (sum of spectra) and the experimental mixture indicates that secondary structure is induced upon interaction of LCb with HC. We attribute this change to LCb because crystallographic analysis and structural predictions suggest that the HC folds independently into...
K1415 of HC interacts with LCb W127 and LCa W130

One isolated LC mutant (number 16) that was unable to bind HC did not include any helix breakers, but instead harbored three substitutions, N80Y, K111E and W127R (Figure 3A). Single mutations were constructed by site-directed mutagenesis to determine which of these mutations was responsible for loss of binding to HC. We found that the mutation at residue 127, from tryptophan to arginine, completely abolished the ability of full-length LCb to interact with wild-type HC fragment 1204–1522 (Figure 4A), while the other two mutations did not affect LC binding (data not shown). Apparently, LCb W127 plays a crucial role in contacting the HC.

To find the complementary binding site of LCb W127 on the HC, suppressor mutagenesis was performed. HC fragment 1204–1522 was subjected to error-prone PCR, and the product was co-transformed into yeast with the prey vector encoding LC mutant 16. The transformants that recovered binding to mutant 16 were selected and most of these contained a mutation of lysine to glutamate at 1415 (Figure 4B). Since LC mutant 16 used in the screen also included mutations other than W127R, single mutations subsequently were generated to confirm residues responsible for W127R binding. The single mutation of K1415E in HC fragment 1204–1522 rescued binding to full-length LCb W127R in a two-hybrid plate assay (Figure 4A).

To determine whether LCa shares HC-binding properties with LCb, the tryptophan residue corresponding to LCb W127 was mutated to arginine in LCa (W130R). Similar to its effect on LCb, this mutation in full-length LCa eradicated its binding to HC fragment 1204–1522, and mutation of HC K1415E recovered the binding (Figure 4A). The mutant HC fragment, however, still bound wild-type LCa and LCb, indicating that the mutation did not affect overall HC conformation or the conformation of the binding pocket for W127 or W130. To confirm the interaction at the protein level, an *in vitro* binding assay was performed. Purified His6-tagged recombinant hub fragments (residues 1074–1675, wild-type or K1415E) first were immobilized on nickel affinity resin and incubated with lysates of bacteria expressing either wild-type LCb or the W127R mutant. Wild-type LCb bound efficiently to the hub fragment and the K1415E mutant hub (Figure 4C). In accord with the results described above, the LCb W127R fragment failed to bind hub, but did bind the K1415E mutant hub (Figure 4C). Furthermore, these protein assays established that LCb W127 is essential for LC binding even when additional C-terminal LC–HC

a superhelix throughout the proximal and distal leg segments.
contacts are present. The two-hybrid and binding data together demonstrated that HC K1415E can complement mutation of LCb W127R or LCa W130R and restore their loss of binding. However, mutation of this HC residue alone is not sufficient to abrogate LC binding by HC.

The K1326E mutation in HC rescues interaction with LCb W105R, W138R

Since the α-helical conformation of LC appears to be critical for HC interaction, we modeled the region of LCb 98–145 as an extended helix. When viewed from the C-terminus of this LC helix, two other tryptophan residues, W105 and W138, project from the same side as W127 (Figure 5A). The distance predicted between 105 and 127 is roughly twice that between 127 and 138. Given that Lcb W127 is in contact with HC, we investigated whether these other two tryptophan residues also play a role in HC binding. Lcb fragments with W105 and W138 residues mutagenized to arginine were generated for analysis by yeast two-hybrid assay. Single mutation of either W105R or W138R in Lcb did not affect binding to HC fragment 1204–1522, yet Lcb with both mutations W105R and W138R failed to interact with this HC fragment (Figure 5B, double mutant hereafter referred to as W105, 138R).

A suppressor mutagenesis screen was carried out to identify HC mutations (in fragment 1204–1522) that rescued binding to Lcb W105, 138R. The K1326E mutation appeared in the sequences of almost all the rescuing clones (Figure 5C). By generating the single mutation of K1326E in the HC fragment, we confirmed that this mutation was sufficient to rescue binding to the double mutant Lcb (Figure 5B). Correspondingly, in a protein-binding assay, full-length Lcb with the mutations of W105, 138R bound less efficiently to wild-type hub, but hub carrying the K1326E mutation recovered robust binding to the double mutant Lcb (Figure 5D). As seen for the single K1415E mutation, the K1326E mutation in HC did not affect wild-type Lcb binding. Unlike the non-binding Lcb W127R mutant, some residual binding between Lcb W105, 138R and hub was still detectable in vitro. This indicates that W105 and W138 are not as critical in LC–HC interaction as W127. Because mutation of neither W105 nor W138 alone was sufficient to abrogate HC binding, it is reasonable that a single mutation in HC restored the interaction with the double mutant in the two-hybrid assay. In fact, K1326E binding to Lcb W105, 138R was sufficient to survive the challenge of 3-aminotriazole up to 60 mM (data not shown), a stringency test for this assay. Given the parallel orientation between the C-termini of HC and LC and the aligned interaction between HC K1415 and Lcb
W127, we predict that HC K1326E is most probably rescuing interaction with LC W105R, and not with W138R.

**Structural model of HC and LC interaction**

The minimal HC-binding regions of LCa (93–160) and LCb (90–157) were modeled as α-helices and manually docked to the crystallographically determined structure of the HC proximal leg, fixing the mapped interaction pairs of HC K1415 with LCb W127 or LCa W130, and HC K1326 with LCb W105 or LCa 108, as constraints (Figure 6A). To create molecular models of the interfaces, a computer-generated simulation was performed for each LC–HC combination. A total of 150 copies of each protein fragment pair were equilibrated at 2000 K with the LC side chain atoms reduced in atomic radius, bond lengths, and electrostatic and van der Waals energies. The equilibrated molecules were then cooled slowly to 300 K, while growing the LC side chains to their original sizes and energies. During this annealing phase, the distances of the LC backbone carbonyls and amides were weakly restrained at 2.86 ± 0.5 Å in order to promote the helicity of the LCs. Additional restraints were applied between carbons of the aromatic rings of the LC tryptophan residues and their partner lysine amines. For each LC, a probability density map was constructed from the 150 model structures generated by this molecular dynamics approach, and a single model of the HC interface was best fit using crystallographic refinement techniques (Ota and Agard, 2001). In the resulting models, the HC-binding region of each LC was characterized as two contiguous α-helical segments that curve slightly along the length of the HC and bind via an essentially hydrophobic face. This is consistent with the prediction that the central region of the LCs forms an amphipathic helix. However, the models indicate that the primary LC-binding interface lies along the loop regions of the HC, rather than one of the helical faces, and the two subunits do not participate in a conventional coiled-coil interaction.

A closer look at the region predicted to surround LCb W127 (or LCa W130) showed the proximity of the LC tryptophan to HC K1415 (Figure 6B and D), consistent with the mutagenesis and binding data reported above. Notably, even when the constraint of LCb W127 or LCa W130 being near HC K1415 was dropped, the LC–HC docking models generated continued to place these residues in contact in the complexes. In these models, the LC tryptophan apparently stabilizes HC K1415 in an overall aromatic pocket of the HC core. The packing of the hydrocarbon arm of the lysine against the HC hydrophobic core was increased substantially from the unbound state,
and the amine was desolvated, allowing it to form strong cation–π interactions (Dougherty, 1996) with HC F1410 and the LC tryptophan.

Interestingly, while LCB W105 or LCA W108 were near HC K1326 in the models, they were too distant to be interacting directly. The predicted distance was ~8 Å while that between HC K1415 and LCB W127 (or LCA W130) was ~3 Å. In addition, the amine of K1326 was fully solvated, mitigating any interaction the charged group could have with an aromatic residue. Rather, LCB W105/LCA W108 appeared to be interacting with a pair of phenylalanine residues (F1296 and F1327), and LCB 101/LCA 104 were hydrogen-bonded with the backbone of the HC (Figure 6C and E). This is consistent with the mutagenesis data, which demonstrated a relatively weak interaction between W105 and the HC, but localized it to the area of K1326. It is important to note that the weak restraints used in the simulation were not sufficient to force an unfavorable interaction between the two residues in spite of their close proximity.

Discussion

Combining the screens of reverse two-hybrid and suppressor mutagenesis, we have established a novel approach to investigating the structural details of protein–protein interaction. This analysis has positively defined the essential regions for interaction of the clathrin HC and LC subunits, which were previously only inferred from negative deletion and proteolysis analysis. In addition, we have identified several molecular features critical for HC–LC binding. These data allowed the development of a three-dimensional model for the interface of HC and LC using molecular dynamics. The model suggests how the entire LC is oriented on the clathrin triskelion and has implications for LC control of clathrin assembly, discussed below.

Clathrin subunit interaction

Sequence analysis suggested that the central region of clathrin LCs forms amphipathic helices (Jackson et al., 1987; Kirchhausen et al., 1987). Earlier CD spectral analyses indicated a high α-helical content for purified clathrin (HC–LC complex) and a significantly lower content for isolated LCs (Ungewickell, 1983; Winkler and Stanley, 1983). The CD spectral analysis reported here demonstrates that free LC increases its helical structure in solvents favorable to helix formation or when mixed with its partner HC fragment. This is consistent with the mutagenesis data showing disruption of LC–HC binding by helix breakers. The emerging picture is that, during cellular biosynthesis of a clathrin triskelion, unstructured regions of LC fold in concert with docking to clathrin HC. This is similar to other well-characterized cases of protein folding induced by binding (Wright and Dyson, 1999).

The contact mapped between HC 1267–1522 and LCB 90–157 is fundamental for the core interaction of triskelion subunits. The structure of the proximal leg domain of HC is a superhelical rod of modular constituents [clathrin HC repeats (CHCRs)], each composed of 10 winding antiparallel α-helices (Ybe et al., 1999). Based on the axial length of HC fragment 1210–1516 (115 Å), each residue spans an average 0.375 Å. Accordingly, the HC residues 1267–1516, involved in minimal LC binding, span ~100 Å, which accommodates LCB residues 90–157 (or LCA residues 93–160) modeled into an extended α-helix of 100 Å (Figure 6A). Thus the core HC–LC interaction covers ~60% of the proximal leg of the triskelion (Figure 7). Interestingly, the extended LC helix can be visualized as two contiguous helices of ~50 Å, each in contact with the loops of 10 HC helices, the length of a CHCR. Each LC helix segment is encoded by a separate exon (Stamm et al., 1992), possibly reflecting complementary structural duplication in the two subunits.

Interactions independent of core binding were detected between the C-termini of HC and LCB, contributing positively to HC–LC binding affinity. This result is consistent with an earlier observation that the C-terminus of LC enhances its interaction with mammalian HC (Scarmato and Kirchhausen, 1990). In studies of yeast clathrin mutants, LC-binding regions in HC were demonstrated within the proximal leg and within the C-terminal Txd (Pishvaa et al., 1997), and both sites were required for subunit interaction. We show here that mammalian LCB makes similar contacts, although it binds to the HC core in the absence of Txd sequences, suggesting stronger affinity between the mammalian subunits. Correspondingly, by two-hybrid analysis, we have observed that the whole extent of yeast hub (a trimer) is required for detectable yeast LC binding (C.-Y.Chen and F.M.Brodsky, unpublished data), while mammalian LCs bind shorter monomeric HC fragments (Figure 1). Specific binding between the vertex segment of HC and the C-terminus of LC reveals a parallel orientation of their interaction domains.

Molecular features of the HC–LC interface

A primary feature of our molecular models of LC–HC interaction is that the LC helix interacts with a surface comprised almost entirely of loops on the HC. The helix–turn–helix–loop structure of the HC proximal domain is a 24 × 28 Å oval in cross-section (Ybe et al., 1999) (Figure 6A). This creates two major helical faces spanning...
the length of the fragment and two thinner faces of loops between them. The LC contact points identified in this study, K1326 and K1415, are both located on one HC loop face (Figure 6A).

The region of the loop interface containing the K1415 pocket for W127 or W130 was well defined in both models of LC–HC interaction, as demonstrated by their low B-factors, values that indicate the degree to which their
Fig. 7. Model of clathrin LC regulatory domains and their position on the clathrin triskelion. The HC-binding region (red) of the LC orients the Ca^{2+}-binding EF-hand towards the N-terminus of the proximal leg so that it may act as a structural switch to modulate the interaction of the N-terminal regulatory region (orange) of the LC with the HC. The predicted EF-hand is placed at the N-terminal red/orange junction. The C-terminus of the LC, with its calmodulin-binding site (also orange), is localized to the vertex of the triskelion. For neuronal CCVs where the calmodulin-binding site is exposed (Pley et al., 1995), calmodulin (purple) may modulate the preferred angle of the triskelion legs as they extend from the vertex. The model of the hub and distal leg segments was generated to scale based on electron microscopy measurements (NaÈthke et al., 1992), and the LC positioning is to scale based on the structural predictions discussed. TD and calmodulin are not drawn to scale.

Implications of the HC–LC interface for clathrin assembly

From analysis of the 21 Å resolution cryo-electron microscopy structure of a clathrin coat (Smith et al., 1998), it has been suggested that the proximal–proximal interactions between clathrin HCs involve the loops of the HC superhelix (Kirchhausen, 2000). However, our data clearly demonstrate that one of the loop ‘edges’ of the HC is occupied by the LC. It has been shown previously that LCs are readily dissociated from assembled clathrin baskets and are oriented on the lattice surface. Thus HC–HC interactions in the assembled lattice do not directly involve LCs, except for regulatory interactions. Consequently, we propose, based on our modeling, that the HCs most probably interact via their helical faces. This interaction would orient the LCs to the surface of the lattice, yet give them access to the interface to regulate assembly.

Our combined data and modeling establish the relative orientations of regulatory domains in mammalian LC with respect to the HC triskelion (Figure 7). This orientation suggests mechanisms of LC regulation of clathrin assembly in response to local intracellular calcium fluxes. Our model locates the predicted EF-hand of the LC Ca^{2+}-binding domain (NaÈthke et al., 1990) towards the N-terminus of the HC proximal leg. Structural EF-hands (e.g., those in calmodulin) experience large conformational changes upon Ca^{2+} binding. If this were also true for the LC EF-hand, it could act as a switch to control the N-terminus of LC folding back towards the C-terminus, along the segment of HC that is involved in the HC–HC interface. This bent LC conformation, predicted by antibody blocking studies (NaÈthke et al., 1992), potentially could inhibit proximal leg interaction with either the proximal or distal legs of neighboring triskelia by orienting residues in the N-terminal LC conserved region that have a negative regulatory effect on clathrin assembly (Ybe et al., 1998). All LCs contain the EF-hand motif, from mammalian to yeast, supporting the suggestion that the sensitivity of LCs to Ca^{2+} concentration is involved in their function.

positions are consistent in each individual structure determined (data not shown). The docking of LC W127/130 to HC K1415 was characterized by stabilizing cation–π interactions, common in protein interfaces (Gallivan and Dougherty, 1999). In addition, tryptophan is the most enriched residue in hot spots of protein–protein contact (Bogan and Thorn, 1998), suggesting a key role in binding specificity. Mutation of the central tryptophan, in the context of the full-length LC, completely abolished binding to hub (Figure 4), demonstrating that the cation–π interactions surrounding LC W127/130 provide both the specificity and a large portion of the binding energy that drive subunit interaction.

The proximity constraint for Lcb W105 and HC K1326 generated models in this interface region which aligned neighboring LC residues with the HC loop face (e.g., Lcb S101 forms three hydrogen bonds with the HC backbone at residues G1294, F1296 and E1297). The predicted hydrophobic pocket for HC binding to Lcb W105 or LCa W108 was adjacent to but did not include K1326. Further modeling of the subunits with the mutations showed that HC K1326E rescued the binding of Lcb W105R because the side chain of the arginine in Lcb W105R could form a salt bridge with HC K1326E (data not shown). Lcb W105 or LCa W108 apparently contributes less affinity to the HC–LC interface than the cation–π interaction of W127/
Although the binding constant of LC for Ca\(^{2+}\) is relatively weak compared with that of calmodulin, it is conceivable that local intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentrations could rise to a level that might influence clathrin assembly.

In order to transform from a planar lattice into a three-dimensional basket, the clathrin triskelia involved must undergo a change in pucker (Nossal, 2001), i.e. the relative angles of the legs to the plane of the trimerization domain must be altered. These angles may be controlled by Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration via calmodulin binding. Our data corroborate previous studies suggesting that the calmodulin-binding site of the LC C-terminus is near the triskelion vertex (Pley et al., 1995). With the binding of calmodulin, the triskelion vertex would become substantially more rigid, constraining the angle that triskelion legs could assume. Calmodulin appears to bind only the neuronal forms of LC in the context of a CCV (Pley et al., 1995), suggesting that such a mechanism could contribute to the uniformity of size observed for neuronal CCVs compared with CCVs in other cell types.

Our models place the Src family kinase HC phosphorylation site at Y1477 (Wilde et al., 1999) near the C-terminus of the minimal HC–LC interface. This proximity allows the possibility of additional regulation of clathrin self-interaction through phosphorylation of this site and subsequent modification of the HC–LC interface. An orchestration of these regulatory mechanisms for clathrin self-assembly probably contributes to controlling CCV formation.

Materials and methods

Yeast two-hybrid assays

HC fragments were amplified from bovine brain cDNAs (Liu et al., 1995) by PCR and cloned into the BamHI–SalI sites of pGBT9 (Clontech). LCB fragments were amplified from bovine brain cDNAs (Jackson et al., 1987) and cloned into either the EcoRI–BamHI sites of pGAD424 (Clontech) or the BamHI site of pACT2 (Clontech). Similarly, bovine LCa (Jackson et al., 1987) was amplified and cloned into the EcoRI site of pGAD424. Single residue mutations were generated with the quick-change site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). Yeast transformation (SEY526 or AH109) of pGAD424, quantititative liquid \(\beta\)-galactosidase assay (using \(\beta\)-naphthyl \(\beta\)-D-galactopyranoside (ONPG) as substrate), filter and plate growth assays were performed following the Clontech yeast protocols handbook. For each indicated two-hybrid interaction, three different colonies were picked and each was assayed in duplicate.

PCR mutagenesis screens

Error-prone random PCR mutagenesis was carried out as described previously (Muhlrad et al., 1992). Briefly, target DNA was amplified using Taq polymerase (Promega) in a reaction mixture containing 3–6 mM MgCl\(_2\), 0.1–0.6 mM MnCl\(_2\), 1 mM dGTP, dCTP, dTTP and 0.2 mM dATP. The designed primers generated 85, 88 bp (or 90, 118 bp for suppressor screens) of homology flanking the gap of the vector for the recombination. In the reverse two-hybrid assay, the mutated PCR products of LCB 77–157 were transformed with gapped pGAD424 into AH109 cells carrying pGAB9 HC 1204–1522. Approximately 2 \(\times\) 10\(^5\) transformants appeared on SD–Leu–Trypt plates after 3 days at 30°C and were then replica-plated onto SD–Leu–Trypt–His–Ade plates. About 73 colonies that did not grow on the second plates were selected and tested again by stringency. The prey vectors from 28 confirmed colonies were isolated and the inserts were sequenced. Nine clones contained the exact length of the in-frame inserts with mutations, one with a longer insert (listed in Figure 3A), and the rest incorporated early stops or out-of-frame mutations. In the suppressor screens, the mutated PCR products of HC 1204–1522 and gapped pGAB9 were co-transformed into AH109 cells carrying either the prey mutant 16 or pGAD424 LCB W105, 138R. Transformants were selected on SD–Leu–Trypt–His–Ade plates, and for each screen \(>90\)% of the rescued recombinant bait vectors shared the same mutation.

Circular dichroism spectroscopy

H\(_i\)-tagged proximal leg (1073–1522 in pET15b) was expressed in BL21 (DE3) cells and purified using Ni\(^{2+}\) affinity resin, followed by size exclusion chromatography, as described previously (Liu et al., 1995). Neuronal LCB co-expressed with the hub in pET15b (Liu et al., 1995) was partially purified by boiling and centrifugation (Näthke et al., 1992). CD spectra were obtained using a JASCO 715 spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier type cell holder for accurate temperature control. All measurements were conducted at 21°C in a 2 mm path length cell with protein concentrations of 0.5–1.5 \(\mu\)M in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.1. Three to four averages were taken for each spectrum with the following parameters: step size: 0.2 nm; speed: 50 mm/hr; response: 1 s; bandwidth, 1.0 nm. All spectra were corrected by subtraction of the corresponding spectra of blank samples.

Protein binding assay

Bovine hub fragment with an N-terminal His\(_6\) tag (in pET15b) were expressed in bacteria and affinity purified using nickel resin, as described previously (Liu et al., 1995). Bovine brain LCB DNA was cloned into the NcoI–BamHI sites of pET15b (Novagen) to leave out the His\(_6\) tag. LCB constructs were prepared in phosphate-buffered saline [pH 7.4, including 1 \(\mu\)g/ml protease inhibitors and 0.2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF)] as crude bacterial lysates. Protein concentration was determined by micro-BCA assay (Pierce). The LC-binding assay was modified from Liu et al. (1995). About 100 \(\mu\)g of purified recombinant hub fragment was bound to 100–50% of MCW affinity resin in 50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.9 for 30 min. Lysates of bacteria expressing LCB (400 \(\mu\)g) were added to the bound resin and incubated for at least 30 min. After washing three times, bound proteins were eluted with 50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.9, 0.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M imidazole. The bound fractions were subjected to SDS–PAGE and immunoblotted with a rabbit polyclonal antiserum against the conserved region of LCs (for LCB detection) (Acton and Brodsky, 1990) and a mouse monoclonal antibody to the His\(_6\) tag (Clontech) or a rabbit polyclonal antiserum against the purified recombinant proximal leg of HC (produced by a contract laboratory for hub detection). Following incubation with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse/rabbit antiserum (ZyMed), the binding was detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (Amersham).

Modeling HC–LC interaction

Using the interaction pairs of LCB W105-HC K1326 and LCB W127-HC K1415 (or the corresponding W130 in LCa) as templates, a helical model created in Quanta (Accelrys, Inc.) of LCB 90–157 or LCa 93–160 was docked manually to the HC proximal leg crystal structure (Ybe et al., 1999) by Molmol (Koradi et al., 1996). This docked model served as the starting point for the generation of an ensemble of 150 structures, which was refined to a single best-fit through multi conformational simulated annealing pseudo-crystallographic refinement (Ota and Agard, 2001). The crystal structure (Figure 6A) was then refined against a pseudo-density map generated from the ensemble using standard crystallographic techniques.

Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) restraints were assigned between the \(\Delta\)C and \(\Delta\)r of the HC lysine residues (K1326 and K1415) and each of the carbons of the aromatic ring of the partner tryptophan residues (W105/108 and W127/130, respectively). Structures were also calculated without the restraints in place to determine the degree to which the restraints forced the outcome (data not shown). These unrestrained structures were identical to the restrained structures calculated, within error. Additional NOE restraints were placed between the backbone carbonyls and amides of the LC in order to favor its helical structure. All calculations were carried out in X-PLOR (Brünger, 1992), using the OPLS force field for polar hydrogens (Jorgensen and Tirado-Rives, 1988) and the TIP3P model for water (Jorgensen et al., 1983).
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